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adjust of the calling volume
To adjust the volume of the call, insert a clip or similar through the indicated hole and press with it lightly.
The phone has two volume levels (MEDIUM and HIGH)

melody selection
To select a ring tone, you have to pick up the handset and press the hang switch with your finger. With it pressed, a clip
or similar must be inserted in the indicated hole and press with it lightly.
Each press selects a different melody from 7 ones available.

icons and its meaning
Below are the icons that the guard porter can show and its meaning.

Communication with panel intercom call

Introduce code

Guard Porter call

Door opening

Conversation

management menus

functioning modes

navigate by the data base

management of missed calls

Below there are detailed the different menus available at the guard porter.

Standard - The call from the street sounds in the guard porter, if it
can not be answered, it is automatically re-directed to the flat.

Each press advances a record in the queue of missed calls. When
we reach the end it starts with the first one.

Within this menu we can make a tour of the database. Pressing
we move forward and pressing backwards.

Do Not Disturb - The call from the street sounds in the guard
porter, if it can not be answered, it will end in it.

Pressing will erase the entire queue of missed calls. You will need
confirmation.

Pressing will call the record in which we are. The system will follow
the operation described on the next page.

Direct - The call from the street sounds in a flat directly. The guard
porter can only monitor. Do not intervene

Pressing will erase the record in which we are at that moment. You
will need confirmation.
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Functioning
call and conversation

When a call is received from the entrance panel, the guard porter starts to sound for a maximum of 30 seconds (see operating
modes). As standard, it performs 4 rings with intervals of 4 seconds between each of them.
The control panel will show information about the user to whom the call is being made and the panel ID number from which it
is being called. The user can open directly, by pressing the button , or pick up the handset to establish a conversation.
The conversation has a maximum of 90 seconds.

self-starting
Pressing the button the user can establish communication with the last STREET PANEL from which a call has been
received, if there is more than one. The system will allow its opening by pressing the button

AUX 1 / ON

transfer a call / make a query
When a call is received from a panel, the user can see all the information of said call on the screen. From which access is being
called, to whom the call is directed ... Once attended, the user can directly transfer the call to a house by pressing the button

. When the call is transferred, the guard porter loses control of the call, changing to "Busy line" mode.
The system also allows, instead of directly transferring the call to the flat, that the user can make a query and check if they want
to answer the call by pressing . If you want to answer the call at home, you must press the button on your monitor
/ phone. The control panel will switch to "Busy line" mode. If, on the other hand, the flat does not want to answer the call, they
will hang up the handset and the user will press the button on the guard porter to communicate with the external panel
again.

AUX 1 / ON

call to another guard porter
By picking up the handset and pressing the button , the symbol will appear, introducing the central number

and by pressing , the user will be able to establish communication with any other guard
porter that he wishes in the installation.

management of missed calls of flats
If the guard porter is in standby, the status LED flashes, it means that there are missed calls unmanaged. To access the call
queue, press . Once inside the list we can navigate through the different calls by pressing . In each record
of the list we can return the call, by lifting the handset and pressing the key , or directly suppress this call if desired by
pressing . If we return the call and the house does not respond, the system will keep that call in the list as unattended. If the
call is answered at home, the system will automatically delete the call from the list considering it attended.

call to a flat
If you want to make a call to any home in the database, you must pick up the handset. The display will turn on automatically,
the user will dial the call code directly and subsequently


